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Superintendent’s Letter
Forty-Seven. Including this letter, that is the number of Superintendent letters I have written over
the past 4 plus years. In one of my first letters, I mentioned how much I hated writing in college and
every assignment was just dread. Jump ahead 40 years and it isn’t so bad. I even have a to-do list of
articles I’d like to write for the Builders Plate.
It is good to note that since the formation of Division 12, our membership has grown from a
beginning roster of 34 members to a current roster of 42 members. Covid 19 did put a real dent in our
recruiting efforts, but with that behind us and the return of area train shows, this should help increase
our numbers.
I want thank Dale Desser for his efforts in helping the Division. He is by far the biggest recruiter
of new members. Since his involvement with the Lakeshore Model Railroad Association we have had,
at least, 3 members from that club join the NMRA.
I have said this number of times in my letters the NMRA starts at the Division level. You get out
of it what you put in. I know that’s an old cliche, but it is true. We have a core group of members that
haul most of the freight. As we change officers the first of June, the Division will be in need a newsletter
editor as Mike Hauk takes over as Division Superintendent. Some will say “I’m not an editor”. Putting
the newsletter together is a matter of cutting and pasting articles and photos into a template. The editor
is not responsible for writing the content of the Builders Plate. The content comes from the members, to
be shared with others.
Our Mini-meeting is on schedule for Saturday September 10th at the Ambassador Conference
Center located at I-90 and Peach Street in Erie, PA. We will need volunteers the day of the event, so
please keep in mind how you might help for an hour or two.
The call for layouts for a tour will be going out sometime in early July. It is still undecided if we
will host any op-sessions in conjunction with the Mini meet.
I’d like to thank all our members for allowing me to be your first superintendent. Not that I was
voted in at the beginning, as it was by proclamation by the region president when the division was
created, but you did affirm this twice, and for that I thank you.
Happy Model Railroading
Bradley White
Division 12 MCR Superintendent
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Division 12, MCR, NMRA, Inc.
The Alleghany Western Division:
Expanding your model railroading horizons
Please visit our website: www.div12mcr.org
Or

NMRAAlleghanyWesternDivision

NMRA: https://www.nmra.org/
Mid Central Region: http://www.midcentral-region-nmra.org/
Division 12 Superintendent: Superintendent@div12mcr.org

Officers and BOD
Superintendent: Mike Hauk — superintendent22@div12mcr.org
Assistant Superintendent/ Clerk: Brad White –– asst.superintendent@div12mcr.org
Clerk: Doug Sandmeyer — clerk@div12mcr.org
Treasurer: Larry Dodge — treasurer@div12mcr.org
Board of Directors: Rob Bennett, Doug Sandmeyer, Chris Mincemoyer

Committee Chairs
Social: Lee Farnsworth – social@div12mcr.org
T-Trak & Clinic: Doug Sandmeyer – ttrak@div12mcr.org
Web Editor: Chris Mincemoyer – webeditor@div12mcr.org
Operations Coordinator: Dale Desser – operations@div12mcr.org
Achievement Program: Mike Hauk – ap@div12mcr.org
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Next Membership Event:
May 14th 2022 Saturday, 10 AM: In-person meeting at LMRRA. Program to be
“Basics of Model Railroading”, including use of NMRA gauge, freight car tuning, and
essential tools. Possible NMRA/YouTube instructional videos.

Division 12 Upcoming Events
June 11th 2022: Picnic at the Westfield, NY Railfan Park. Brief meeting followed by cookout.
Details will be announced in a future newsletter.
July 9th: TBD.
August 13th: TBD.
September 10th: Alleghany Western Division Mini-Meet. www.div12mcr.org/mini-meet/

Upcoming Meeting Programs
To ensure that the membership meetings are of value, please let the leadership know
what you would like to see in upcoming meetings by communicating directly with
officers or board members.

Upcoming Model Railroad Events
May 2022: PRRT&HS 2022 Annual Meeting, hosted by the Northern Central Chapter. May
11-14, 2022.Harrisburg, PA. Details at: Annual Meetings - Pennsylvania Railroad Technical &
Historical Society (prrths.org)
May 2022: NFR (Niagara Frontier Region) Convention, May 11th. 2022. The St. Lawrence
Division, NFR will host the 2022 NFR (Niagara Frontier Region) Convention – The Bytown
Express. Click the link for details.
May 2022: Indy Junction 2022: May 18-22, 2022. Tri-Regional Convention sponsored by the
Midwest, North Central, and Mid Central Regions of the NMRA and includes a joint conference
with the Railroad Prototype Modelers (RPM). 4 days of clinics, model displays and contests,
operating sessions, prototype tours, trains show, and more! Early registration ends December
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31st, 2021. Save up to $25 by registering early! More details including online registration and
hotel reservations at: https://www.indyjunction2022.org/.

July 2022: WNY Division picnic: Saturday July 16, 2022 Williamsville, NY. Details to follow.
July 2022: Jefferson Historical Society Train and Toy Swap Meet: Saturday July 16, 2022,
Jefferson, OH. 10 AM-3 PM
September 2022: Connecticut Yankee Convention (NER), Hosted by the Nutmeg Division of
the NMRA Northeastern Region, September 15–18, 2022, in Windsor, Connecticut, just eight
miles north of Hartford on I-91.ner-conventions.org/connecticut-yankee
——————————————————————————————————————————

Keystone Division Jamboree April 23, 2022

(L to R: Division 12 members Rob B., Lee F., Larry D., Mike H., Brad W., Dale D., and friend of the division Jerry J.)

Division 12 was well-represented at the Keystone Division’s (Div. 2) recent Jamboree, April 23,
2022. Mike Hauk presented a clinic on static grass, and friend of the division Jerry Jordak
presented a clinic on virtual signals using JMRI. Division 12 brought home only a few items
from the raffle, but that’s how it goes…
——————————————————————————————————————————
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A (Boxcar Red) Rose By Any Other Name…
Text by Mike Hauk. Photos by Richard Bradley, MMR; and Mike Hauk
RED [red] 1. Any of various colors resembling the color of blood; the primary color at
one extreme end of the visible spectrum, an effect of light with a wavelength between
610 and 780 nanometers.
So, what is “red” as relates to our hobby? Most modelers strive for accuracy in their models
where it matters most to them, down to such details as grab irons, ladder rungs, number of
rivets, etc. Most modelers also want accurate paint and lettering as well. This is where things
can get tricky, perhaps unnecessarily so.
Working on a pair of PRR flat cars recently, I wanted to paint them in a color that matches the
pre-war Pennsy paint, coincidentally called “PRR Pre-War Freight Car Color” (or FCC) by
Pennsylvania railroad fans. This red color is generally accepted by Pennsy enthusiasts as
being a lighter and somewhat more orange shade than the post-war and transitional era color,
which had a browner shade.
There are some trusted formulas for the pre-war shade floating around the internet, and the
one I used is from Jerry Britton’s website at: Paints to Match PRR Paints (pennsyrr.com) The
formulas at Jerry’s site were partially developed by the Pennsylvania Railroad Technical and
Historical Society’s paint committee, and were compared with actual standard PRR paint
chips, and so are about as accurate as one can get in my opinion
.
So far so good. But…. the problem is that in the real world, paint would fade and weather;
might vary from one batch to another, especially the farther back in history one goes; and
is/was viewed in outdoor light much more intense and different in color temperature than the
light on our workbenches and layouts.
So, what is “formulaically accurate” and “what LOOKS accurate” are two nearly entirely
different things. The good thing is that we may not have to be as compulsive about paint color
as we otherwise might think, making this part of the job easier.
Returning to my flat cars, I decided to do a little experimentation that might save some time
and aggravation on this project and in the future. I mixed up a small batch of pre-war FCC
using a 1:1 mixture of Polly Scale Zinc Chromate Primer and SAL Orange, per the
recommended formula from Jerry Britton’s site. (Polly Scale is long discontinued, but I have
some stashed away.) I then painted a sample on some white cardboard, and compared it instore to some standard brands of rattle-can red primers. The closest cap color under store
lighting was Krylon Color-Maxx Red Oxide Primer.
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Photos 1-2. Krylon Oxide Red.
I picked up a can, as well as a can of much redder Gloss Banner Red and experimented
further by painting small swatches and comparing them to the Polly Scale mix under both
layout and outdoor light:

Photo 3. Samples under layout lighting.
Under layout lighting, the Krylon Red Oxide primer was so close to the Polly Scale mix as to be
indistinguishable to my eye. “To my eye” opens up another can of worms, as I am hereditarily
red-green deficient, and have great difficulty distinguishing between subtle shades of red and
brown.
I put the question of these colors to our Thursday night modeling group, and that’s where Dick
Bradley MMR and I fell down the rabbit-hole…
Dick took the bit in his teeth and went to extraordinary time and trouble to dip into his own
extensive stash of paints, and sent me numerous swatches of “red” to review. To do a true
side-by-side scientific comparison would require controlling for variables that are completely
out of our control, (including the background paper, the thickness of the paint, digital color
compression from 24-bit to 16-bit, and color calibration of the viewing monitor) and the results
might still not be truly applicable to lighting situations on other people’s layouts. Thus, we
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present these results as a purely subjective exercise, but hopefully we can draw some general
conclusions at the end.
I scanned all of the swatches with an Epson V300 scanner using 24-bit color depth. The light
on the scanner is a white LED, but I could not determine the exact color temperature from the
manufacturer’s website, but I make the assumption that, being billed as a photo scanner, it is
probably at or near a temperature that would allow reasonably accurate color rendering. I then
imported all of the color swatches into Photoshop and edited out the handwritten descriptions,
editing-in notations in digital type. I made no other digital alterations.

Photo 4. Photographed under layout lighting

Photo 5. Scanned with photo scanner.
First off, from this result comparing the same samples shot under my layout lighting and
scanned with a photo scanner, we can see the differences in appearance between lighting. To
my eye, the samples shot under my layout lighting have a slightly more orange cast than the
same scanned samples.
Next are Dick’s samples, scanned:
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Photos 6-7. Dick Bradley samples. Scanned with photo scanner.
A couple of things we can deduce right away. Given that there are numerous formulas now
online that will permit us to thin the inexpensive craft-paint colors for model railroad use, we
can substitute Ceramcoat and Apple Barrel colors for the discontinued Polly Scale acrylics with
minimal loss of percieved “accuracy”. For example, to my eye, Ceramcoat Red Iron Oxide is
pretty darn close to Polly Scale Zinc Chromate Primer. A 1:1 mix of Ceramcote Red Iron Oxide
and Brown Iron Oxide is a close match to Polly Scale Boxcar Red, and Polly Scale Special
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Oxide Red looks very close to a 1:1 mix of Ceramcoat Georgia Clay and Mendocino Red.
Ceramcoat Brown Iron Oxide appears to be a good match for Polly Scale Tuscan Red as well.

Photo 8. Jack Delano photo, Library of Congress
But does it matter? Probably not as much as we might think! Take a look at this cropped photo
of the Milwaukee Road yard in Bensenville, IL taken by Jack Delano during WWII. No two of
any “red” boxcar or hopper car are of the same shade. Even identical cars of the same railroad
are slightly different between themselves due to weathering, etc.
Your mileage may vary, of course, depending on your own perceptions, preferences, and
layout lighting, but hopefully this brief experiment will encourage modelers to think “outside the
box” when painting their models and not fall into the trap of thinking that they must have
specific “model railroad paint” to get satisfactory results. We have not even touched the many
types and colors of paints available to military and fantasy-miniatures modelers outside of the
craft-paint aisle that may also have excellent applicability to us railroad modelers, or the rattlecan colors available in the hardware aisles.
By the way, here is a photo of my flatcars right after painting, and after final decaling and
weathering:

Photo 9. Intial painting with Krylon Oxide Red.
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Photo 10. Final appearance after weathering.
So, does the color really matter all that much? Ultimately I decided to follow the wisdom of the
ancient Greeks:

Photo 11. Internet meme.
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Here is one more swatch of Polly Scale paint suppplied by Dick:

Photo 12. Dick Bradley samples. Scanned with photo scanner
.
Now, someone else can pick up the banner and do an article on PRR Dark Green Locomotive
Enamel! Let those fireworks begin!
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Another First Timer Bar
Roger Schulenberg has also been building along with the First Timer Bar project. Below are a
couple of views of the building in place on his layout:
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In Memoriam

Ed operating the coal dumper on Dale Desser’s layout.
Division 12 member Ed Blenner passed away April 5th 2022, aged 83. From Ed’s obituary: “Ed
was born in Erie, PA on September 18, 1938. He attended Harborcreek grade school,
graduated Cathedral Prep in 1956, and graduated Arizona State University in 1971. He made
a career in the US Navy and retired in 1988 as Chief Petty Officer. Most of his Navy career
was spent in Europe, with several tours in Italy. While in the Navy he was awarded 2 Navy
Commendation Medals, 1 Navy Achievement Medal and many deployment ribbons.”
Division 12 members will remember Ed as an avid N-scaler, and was always eager to share
photos of his layout and his many projects.

“Fair Winds and Following Seas”

“Until next time, keep ‘em polished!”
The Builder’s Plate © 2021 is a publication of Division 12, Mid Central Region, NMRA. All opinions expressed are those of the authors and do
not necessarily reflect those of Division 12, the MCR, or the NMRA.
Current editors: Mike Hauk and Bill Schopf.
Direct all comments, suggestions and corrections to: buildersplate@div12mcr.org
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